47RE Dodge Transmissions Now Rebuilt for Sale to Truck Owners at
Powertrain Pros Company
47RE Dodge transmissions are now rebuilt for owners of trucks and placed online for sale at
the PowertrainPros.com company. These four-speed automatic gearboxes are listed with a
reduced sale price.
Orlando, FL (PRWEB) January 06, 2014 -- The Dodge motor vehicle brand in the North American market
remains in the top three of popular vehicles, according to auto industry estimates. The Powertrain Pros
company rebuilds authentic transmissions for national distribution and is currently offering the 47RE Dodge
transmissions in rebuilt condition at http://powertrainpros.com/47re-dodge-transmissions-rebuilt.
These builds are part of the increased inventory for 2014 that consumers have direct access to researching the
available options on the company website. The 47RE is now in the Powertrain Pros inventory along with the
additional Dodge brand gearboxes added last year for sale. This increased amount of units is presenting new
inventory brands for the public.
The automatic transmissions inventory currently rebuilt and marketed nationally are fixed with sale pricing for
each unit in stock. The four-speed and five-speed units in the Dodge inventory are also included in the sale
price structures. The arrival of the 47RE rebuilt gearboxes online is one new phase of inventory changes this
year.
"Dodge has helped create successful transmissions through internal production and outsourced partners in the
auto industry," said one source at the PowertrainPros.com company.
One benefit to buyers who choose to research the Powertrain Pros company website for remanufactured
transmissions inventory is the warranties found for each unit for sale. All units including the Dodge 47RE
transmissions now for sale are paired with an unlimited mileage warranty policy. These are now offered for 24
months after sales are completed.
"The restored transmissions that we're distributing in the United States are offered with the increased protection
period as an added assurance for buyers," the source included.
Buyers who are not actively seeking replacement transmissions for Dodge vehicles could find other automaker
units when browsing the company website online. A new search and quotes location service is now provided to
reveal stock status and price data for each person using this new tool online.
About PowertrainPros.com
The PowertrainPros.com company helps consumers to find remanufactured transmissions for affordable prices
online. This company has trained a team of rebuilding experts who participate in the rebuilding of gearboxes
each day. This company sells the majority of domestic automaker editions available. The PowertrainPros.com
company supports consumers through its website by allowing immediate research online. The price changes,
warranty details and shipping information for each transmission for sale is presented through this automated
resource. New providers of inventory are now in place at this company to help increase the amount of
assemblies that are built each year.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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